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Abstract: A homeomorphism h of Euclidean space onto itserf is a quasi-translation if h is re- 
gular at each point and the-extension of 11 to the one-point compactification fails to be regula: 
at QD. Necessary and sufficient conditions are given for a quasi-translation to be topologically 
equivalent to the translation of three dimensional Eueiideti space. Central to thhese imkstigatiorts 
is the study of the structure of the orbit spaces. For example, it is shown that an irreduoible 
orientable open 3-manifold, whose fun&mental gtoup contains no subgroup isomorphic to tiva 
fundamental group of closed orientable surface of positive genus, can be expressed as the mono- 
tone union of cubes-with-handles. 
- 
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1. Inhduction 
Let h be an orientation-preserving homeomorphism o-t” Euclidean -space 
En onto itself and let 6 be its unique extension to the one point compact- 
ifkation of En, Sn = .E” u (-) . Kinoshita [ J. 2; 133, has shown that the 
folowing four conditions are equivalent: 
(a) h” is regular for each x E En but not at x = 00; i.e., if x # - and 
r: > 0, then there exists 6 $ 0 such that if d(x,y) < 6, then d@(x), 
ii(y)) < e for each integer i (d is a metric for 9); 
‘s conc&ion; i.e., if C is a compact subset of 
a’s condition; i.e., for each compact subset (Z- o 
* Res&zz& lof the second author was partially supported by NSF Grant GP-1.9853. 
Pf h satisfies’(a)-(d), then h is called a quasi-translation, 
Ker6kj&rtc5 [ 11 J and Sperner [ 18 ] showed that a quasi-translation, f E* 
was topologically equivalent to the translation t of E*, t(x, y) = (SC, y + 1); 
i.e., there exists a homeomorphism k of E* onto itself such that h = k-1 tk. 
Kinoshita [ 123 has given an example of a quasi-translation f I33 which 
is not topologically equivalent to a translation of Es. In [9], Husch COR- 
st*ructed similar examples for each n 2 4. AISG in [S 1, Husch charaeter- 
ized the quasi-translations h of En) n 3 5, which are topologically equival- 
eni to the translation as those which possess the following property: for 
eai:h compact set C sz E”, there exists a compact set D c En, C c D, such 
that each loop in En\8 is null-homotoyic in EW? where 2 = 
91 ir_ m h’(X). Clearly, the above characterization is Ilot valid for PZ = 3. 
One of the main results of this paper is the following. 
Theorem I. Let h be a quasi-translation f Es. A necessary and sufficient 
condition that h be topologically equivalent to a translation of E3 is that 
for each compact set C C_ Es., there exists a compact set D c E3 such that 
each loop in E3d which is homologous to zero in E3\C is homotopic to 
zero in Es\& 
The condition in Theorem 1 was motivated by the definition of I-ALG 
by Harrold, Jr 161. 
Let G be a subgroup of the group H(P) of homeomorphisms of En 
onto itself; we say that G acts on En. If G and PI are conjugate subgroups 
of KT(En), we s’ay that G is topologically equivalent to H. There is a nAtural 
one-to-one correspondence from H(E”) into H(F), by sending h to \T, and 
we will often refer to a subgroup G of HIEn) as also a subgroup of H(P). 
‘G is reguZar t x E S” if, for each e > 0, there exists 6 > 0 such that if 
C&F, y) < 6, then d(g(x),g(y)) < e for each g E G. G is not regular at x, if 
for each g E=’ G, g # identity, g is not regular at x. (Note, in general, “not 
regular” is not equivalent to the denial of “regular”;) G is properly dis- 
continuous & x E P if there exists a neighborhood U of x in S” such 
th for eachg # identity in G.. 
he direct sum of r copies of the integers. I[f G a 
standard .P=action on 
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UV;& Jr. and Husch showed that if G is an orientatio 
serving T-a&>n on EP which is regular and properly disemtinuous on 
=, then the orbit space of G has the homotopy 
type of the product of r l-spheres and hence r*< ~2. If r = ~2, and n + 4, 
then G is topologically equivalent to the standard P-action. Counter- 
f:xamples were provided for r < n - 3 and n 3 4. In section 5, we char- 
acterize those Z2-actions on E3 w.hich are to-pologically equivalent to the 
standard 22~actions. 
Central to these investigations is the study of the orbit spaces. In set 
tion 3, we consider certain orientable 3-manifolds which include those 
which have the homotopy type of a l-dimensional polyhedron and those 
which have a torus in the boundary whose inclusion is a homotopy equiv- 
alence. We show that the former Imsnifolds can be, rnodulo the Poincare 
conjecture, written as the union 05 cubes+vithwhandles; an analogous 
theorem is proved for the latter manifolds. This generalizes some work 
of McM.illan, Jr. [ 141. 
An interesting result which we need and prove is that if M is a 3-mani- 
fold such that rl (M) = 2 @ 2, then there exists an embedding 
fi S x S + M such that f induces an isomorphism on the fundamental 
groups. It has been pointed out to the authors that Evans and Feustel 
have analogous results. 
We shall assume familiarity with the piecewise linear theory as given, 
for example, in [ 81 and 5th the theory of ends [ 31. We use results from 
[2] and [ lo] which contain .a!.1 the results about ends; whick we use. 
2. Algebraic preliminaries 
Proposition 2. Let 
e a co 
336 LA! i%+ch, MH. RQW, Ttrmstrrtioaa in E’ 
be the induced .diagram, where ai is 4&efined byq(j) ~jiq~. Ii image a2 = 
imagea and 0 -9: G, % G3 is split ex;.act (i.e., there ei&s a homomorph- 
ism~: G3 + GI such th.at ~~~~ = identity), t en a1 1 image a3 : 
image a3 + image olrl is an isumorphkn. 
of. Suppose 4z1 a3 (j) == 0 for some j%Z om (G5, 2); hencefi3q is the 
zero homomorphism. Let x E G2 ; then fa3 (x) = faz (y) ‘= fa3nlCy) = 0 for 
someyEGA.Thereforecr3ff)=:Oand~+n a3 is one-to-one. 
Suppose f= 1y &g) for some g E Horn (Gz,Z). Since 0 + G, * G3 is 
split exact, there exists LZ~ : C, + G1 such that a4a2 (x) = x for all x E Gl. 
Le”, h =ga+; then 
alas(h) =gala4a3al =galu4a2 vtl(g) = f. 
Therefore a1 1 image a3 is on&. 
Proposition 3. Consider the following commutative diagram of groups 
and homomorphisms: 
Suppose the rows are exact, fl and t2 are isomorphisms and Y is the zero 
omomorphism. Then image s2 = image s2sl and 0 + G2 % K2 is split 
exact. 
of. Since t2 tlg is an isomorphism and the diagram commutes, 
0 + C2 w K2 is split exact. Clearly image s~.T~ c image s2; suppose 
y =s2(x) for some x E Hz. Note that x =;’ slg%ylh2(x) 
-I h2(x)) and hz(x-slgm’ tc’ h21[x)) = 0. Wence there 
such that k+(z) = lgWl ti’hz (x). Since sq h, (2) = 0, y = 4r 
=s2stg’ftl~~k2(x) and i = image s2. 
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c3 +- . . . be a sequence of ,groups an 
et %ri tion of Gt, /5:Gi l I) Hi 
e map induced bjy gr. 
essentially constant and if PiI image gi is a inonomorphism, tk
is essent’lally constant and lim {Gi,8,) is isomorphic to lim (Hi, hi}. 
oOf= Ifx E Gi+, such that pigjgj+l ..C gi+r_l (x) z 0, then 
gjgj+ 1 l *a iZj+p- & (x) = 1 B There , there is no ks c$ genera&y in assum- 
ing that h,t image IQ+~ : image 1 + image h,: is NIX isoznorphism for alf i, 
Suppose gigi+ 1(X) = 1 fbr some x E Gi,+z. 0 z Pigig,, 1 (x) = hihi+ 1 pi+2 (X). 
Hence, 0 = &+ 1 pi+* (x) = pi+ 1 gi+ 1 (x) and gi+ 1 (x) = 1. Hence gji image gj+ p
is one-to-one. 
Let g&y) E image gj; hence pigr f@) E- image hi* By hypothesis, there 
exists z E Hi+2 such that hjhl+l (z) = pigi@)* Let w E Gi+z such that 
pi+2 (W) = 2; note that pjgjgi+ ~C\Y) = &hi+ 1 Pi+2 (w) s P~g&JJ) and 
pigi(gi+l (w) 0 y-l) = 0. Hence gi(gi+l (W) 0 y”) C 1 and gigj+l(w) =gi(j~)* 
Therefore gj I image gi+ 1 maps image gi+ 1 onto image gj* 
To show that lim {G, gi) is isomorphic to lim {Hi, hJ, it SU 
show that pi 1 image gi : .imgge gj+ image hi is an isomorphism 
thesis, pi 1 image gi is one-to-sne. Suppose hi(X) E Hi; there exists 7 E Gi+l 
SU& that pi+1 @) = jr- Then pigi@) = @jpi+‘I Q) = hi(x). 
o&ion 5. Consider a commu ative diagram 
9 
kb-1 hd-1 
t 
&i-l 
l- ?= 1 _ 
ki 
‘ -33% t.S. Hiis& MU?. Row, Thmdatlons iitt E3 
t&eve is iridplced a short exact sequence 
1 + lim {Ki, ki) + lim {Hi, hi) + rim {Gil gJ + 1. _ 
mt? is no loss of generality in assuming that kil image ki+l: 
+1 -+ image ii, is an isomorphism for each i. 
42 h&i+ l(X) = !! ; hence f = Sihih,,,(x) =gig*+l~i,.#) an 
= 1. There exists y E Ki4.2 such tltlat ri+2 @) = X. Note tbt rikiki 
hihi+lri+2(J9 = I from vihich it follows that k,ki+,b) = 1 and k 
Hence 1 = r,+t k,+l (y) = hi+ 1 ri+z(y) = hi+ 1 (x) and h, 1 image hi+ I is one- 
. 
to-one. 
lht $(x) E image hi; there exists y E Hi+2 such tbst gigi+lsi+2@) = 
@xx) =gi~,+l(x)* Hencegi+l~,‘+2W) = si+l(x) and si+,hi+,@; = si+l(x), 
from which it follows that there exists z E K,*1 such that .ri+l(Z) = 
X(&+l Q))“l. There exists W E Ki+2 such that kiki+l (w) = ki(z). Consider 
= hi(x(hi+lCv))_l)ohihi+lOl) =hi(x). 
show that 1 + ;im (Ki, ki} + l@ {Hi, hi} + lim (C,, gf} + 1 is exact, 
it suffices to show that 1 + image kfr$ image hi % image gi + 1 is exact 
fiw each i. 
Clearly ri I image k,[ is one-to-one and imtige 9~~ 1 image &) c kernel 
gae hi). Suppose 1 = Sihi(x) = giSi+ 1 (X); hence Sj+l (X) = 1. Choose 
1 such that ri+ 1(z) = X; then hi(x) = hiri+l (z) = riki(Z) and Image 
agb kij = kernel (ss I image hi). 
ven gi(.Xl, we caar find z E Hi+l such th,,lt $~+I(z)  X. Then Sihi(Z) = 
S,.+l (z) =g#) and sJ 1 image hi : image hi -D image 8;: is onto. 
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We will assume the reader is familiar with [ 1 5, 8 2 1 which deals jwith 
simple moves in 3-manifolds. Actually, we can genmalize [ 115: $21 to 
apply to non-orie table 3-manifolds by making very minor changes. ln 
f 15,s 21 delete the word “orientable” whenever’it occurs and reckfine 
g(n) to be th e number of surfaces of Euler characteristic 2--n in Us. 
Theorem 6. Let M3 be an irreducible, orientable, opr:n 3manifold w’ith 
the property: (a)no subgroup of nl ic to the fundament- 
al group of a closed orientable surface of posihve genus, Then there exist 
cubes-with-handles HI, . . . . Hi, . . . SUCK that Hi c Int Hi+, and M3= 
Proof. Let C be a compact set in Ms. It suffices to find a cube-witia- 
handles H such that C c H C M3. Let 23 be a compact polyhedron, each 
component of which is a 3-manifold-with-boundary, such that 
C c 23 c M3. There exists a 23 that is simple in M3 and is obtained from 
23 by simple moves in M3. Property (*) implies each boundally csmpo- 
nent of 2; is a 2-sphere. Since M3 is irreducible, 2; must be a 3-cell. By 
[ 15, Theorem 1 ] the required cube-with-handles H exists. 
Addendum. If QI@) is a finitely generated free group then H,, . . . . Hi:, . . . 
CWI be chosen SUCK that bi+ 1* 1 image ai* : image Qi* + curl (MS) is an iso- 
morphism where Qi * and bi* are the homomorphisms induced on the 
fundamental groups by the inclusions ai : Hi + Hi+1 and & : Hi + M3, ES- 
pectively. 
Proof. M3 has the homotopy type of a compact one-dimensional polyhe- 
dron P. Let f : P -, M be an embedding such that f i.s a homotopy equiv- 
alence. Note that f(B) is a strong deformation retract of MS [ 17, p. 4041. 
Let J:M3 X [&I ] + Ii43 be this deformation. Hence, if A is a compact 
connected polyhedron such that f(p) c A c N3, then there exists a com- 
pact connected poly edron B (viz., B =: J(A X [&I])) in 
tains A and such thae: if Q : B and I?/ : B + M3 are in 
3) is an isomsrphism. Now it is an easy 
HI, s l , Hi, -es to satisfy the require- 
pm LS. Hush, W.H. Row, TMnslations in E’ 
bje are h.omumorphisms induced on the fundamental groups by the in- 
clusions GQ : Ki, + Ki+ 1 and bi : Ki 4 I@, respectively. 
hoof,. Let C be a compact set in M3 that contains S. If we remember the 
techniques used in the Adidendum to Theorem 6; fit is sufficient o fird 
a polyhedron K such that C c K c A43 a.nd K is’homeomorphic to SX [0, I] 
plus a finite number of l-handles. Suppose 23 is a compact polyhedron, 
each component of which is a 3-manifold-with-boundary, such that 
CcZkM3 
In order to apply [ 15,s 21 to 23 and MS, we need Z3 C Int M%Since 
S is an incompressible boundary component of MS, the results of [ 15, 
g 21 hold with the modifications made necessary by rz@ring that S be 
contained in 23,Z& H3 and Hi. 
So there exists a Z% that is simple in IM3, is obtained from 23 5y simple 
moves in MS, and contains S. If S% has a 2-sphere boundary component, 
the irreducikbility~ of MS implies that Zi is a 3-cell. Hence each boundary 
component 0fZg is a torus* 
Let The a boundary component of 2: other than S. Eet N3 bz obtained 
from M3 by attaching asolid torus to S. Since N3 deformation retracts 
onto the core of the solid torus, H2 (N3) = 0. So T separates Iv3 ;:tJ hence 
separates M3. 
Note that M is noncompact; for if M were compact, then the double 
of M is a sufficiently large connected irreducible orientable closed 3-mani- 
fold whose fundamental group is 2 @ 2. But it follows from [ 19 3 that 
such 3manil’blds do not exist. From [ 161, H',(M3) is isomorphic to 
H3_#W, kourldary M) = 0; hence from [ 2];@(M3) is isomorphic to 
H(M3) and M3 has one end. 
Let 23 be the closure of the component of MS\ 7’ that has compact 
closure;. Q3 is an irreducible, boundary irreducible 3-manifold with fun- 
damental group Z BB Z. By [ 19, Corollary 6.5 1, Q3 is homeomorphic to 
SX [O,l ] . Notice that S must also be a boundary component of Q3. 
It is now easy to find a compact 3-manifold Hi such that 5 c Hi c MS, 
Z$\S C Int H$, and Hi is homeomorphic to SX [OJ]. Apply [ 15, 
eorem 11, modified as above, to get the required K. 
IW3 is a 3-manifold with fundamentzJ grou 
yheiron T, homeomorphic to S1 X 
inclusion induced homomorphi 
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fold-with-boundary such that f(Sl x Sl) c 23 c Int MS, 
There is a Zg that is simple in M3 and is obtained from 23 by simple 
moves in I@. We claim there is a map g: Sr Y Sr + M3 such that g, = J”’ 
and g(S1 X Sl) C Z$ It suffices to consider th2 case where 28 is obtained 
from Z3 by one simple move. In case the simple move is an annexatkln, 
let g =; fi If the simple move is a reductica, let @ be the reducing 2-~11 
and A!(@) be the “nice” regular neighbo:rhood f B.2 in ZJ. Then 2: is 
the closure of Z3VVdB2) and Zi n IV(@) consists of two disjoint disks, 
El and E,. By applying a small ambient ssotopy to MS, we can assume 
f(S X Sl) C Int 23 and f is in general position with respect o El and E,. 
Hence f-r@, u E2) is a collection of disjoint simple closed curves in 
SX S. Let D,, . . . . D, be disjoint disks in Sr X S1 such that 
f”l(El U E2) C Ufzl Di and Uf& BdDi C f -l(E1 U Ez). We can define a 
map g : S1 X Sl -+ M3 by letting g = f on Si K s4 \I$& Int Dk and letting 
g, on Dip be an extension Off IsaDi into El II E2. Then g(S1 X $1) cz 2: 
and g differs from f only on the disks D, , . . . . Dk . Since for any element 
ar of nl(St X $1) there is a loop in Sl X Sr that represents Q[ and misses 
4 s l *-9 Dk, f* =&e 
Let Ci be the component of 2: that contains g(SlX Sl). Note that if 
i : Ci -+ A43 is the inclusion map, i,: ~~ (Ci) + 7rl (M3) is an isomorphism. 
Let Qi denote the compact polyhedral 3-manifold obtained by attaching 
3-cells to the 2-sphere boundary components of C& Since n,(Q$) is not 
a nontrivial free product, every 2-sphere in Q$ bounds a homotopy 
3-cell in Qi. 
If Qi is orientable, then using [4, p. 48; 5; 119, Corollary 6.51 we see 
that, except for possibly a finite number of disjoint homotopy 3-csltls, 
Qi is homeomorphic to Sr x Sr X [0,1 1. Hence, one of the boundary com- 
ponents of Q$ is our required 7’. 
If Q% is non-orientable, note that Qi contains no 2-sided pro_jective 
planes. Let fi be the orientable double cover of Q$. Since q(P$ is iso- 
morphic to Z $2, the previous paragraph applies. So P$ is ho 
ic, up to a finite number of disjoint, homotopy 3=cells, to S1 X S1 X IO,1 lo 
Let h be a quasi-translation f I?. e necessary part of Theorem 1 is 
easily proved and hence we leave its proof to the reader. Let 0 be the or- 
bit space o:S h and let p : E3 -+ 0 be the natural projection; note that 0 
has the ho:mot.opy t pe of the l-sphere. Clearly each polyhedral 2-sphere 
in 0 bounds a 3-cell in 0. Let (Hj}i”,l be a sequence of polyhedral cubes- 
with-handles given by the Addendum to Theorem 6. There exists, for 
each i, a compact submanifold Kj of E3 such that p(K) = Hia By taking, if 
necessary, a subsequence of the Hi’s, we can assume that, for e@ i, if o 
is a EOOp in E3 \2j+ 1 such that o is homologous to zero :n E3 \ Ki, then (J 
is homotopic to zero in EQj. 
Let Z be a piecewise-linear l-sphere in the interior of HI such that Z 
is a strong deformation retract of 0. Let R = p-l(C). 
Proposition 9. Ef C is a compact subset of E3 such that each of cl(R W), 
cl(I?j\@i and d(&j+r \C) has two components where the components 
have one end, then jr 1 image kf! image kj* + Hz (l?, cl@ UT)) is an iso- 
morphism, where jj: (R, cl(R\C)) + CR,, Cl(fj\C)) and 
kjzCR,,cl(~j\c)) + ($+I9 Cl(Rj+ I\ C)) are inclusions. 
Proof. Consider the inclusion maps 
Since bj+ I* f i mage aj* : :dgB aj * + IQ(O) is an isomorphism, it follows 
is also an isomorphism. 
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when the rows are exact and all maps are induced by inclusion. If we re- 
(fi+f ) by image ri and image ri+l, respectively, 
which satisfies the hypotheses of Proposition )3. 
image ki*= image ji+f + and 0 + Hf (R, d(R\Cjj ji+l*b HI (&+, , ~?(i!?~++-\c)) 
is split exact. 
position now follows from the universal coefficient heorem 
[ 17, p. 2431 and roposition 2. 
Proposition 10. Given i, there exists a sequence of compacta (ci)r”lf in 
E3 such that ,ci C, Cj+ f for all i, Ri+ f UFz Ci and, for each j ) each of 
c~(R\C$, cl(K&Cf) and Cl(Ri+l \Cf) has two components where the com- 
ponents have one end. 
Proof. It suffices to show that given a compact set C c Es, there exists a 
compact set D L Es, C Is. D such that each of el(R\D), cl&W) and 
Cl(R,+1\D) has two components where the components have one end. 
First choose a compact set Df ‘CZ Es so that no component of 
$+l \D,, fi\Df and R\D, has the property that its closure in Es has 
more than one end. Since ki+f has two ends, there exists a locally tame 
connected 3dimensional compact submanifold L+ of R”+l such that 
R i+l n (C U Dl) c D,, Cl(ki+lW2) has TWO components, Ri n D, is a 
locally tame 3-submanifold of Rip and cl(R\D,) has a finite number of 
components. Since Ri and &+f cover a cube-with-handles, their bound- 
aries are connected. 
Suppose A is a component of &\Dz which has compact closure 
If the closure of A, cl(A), separates fi.+f\Dz, then cl(A) is a 3-mani 
with morz than one boundary component. Suppose that the components 
is compact, acontradi 
-‘$f$ Lit Husc& W.H. Row, 2hmlM.m in E3 
P&&tiofi 11. Consider the following commutative diagram 
‘:I- 
where ri and 6, are induced by inclusion maps. Then ~~1 image Si : image 
Bt + H,(E3 \R) is an isomorphism. 
Proof. Let (C’& 1 be given from Proposition 10. We have a commutative 
diagram 
Hl(R, cl(R\ C,)) 
&i 
/ 
2 b+l 
\ 
H’(bt~> Cl(lQs\C,>j 4 OS H’(tf+I, Cl(ti+,\Cj)) 
jirrduced by inclusions and by Proposition 9, bi I image tri: image Qi + 
Hr (R, cl(R\Cj)) is an komorphism. 
Consider the inclusions 
(Cj n R, Cj 3 ci(R\Cj)) c (R, cl(R\Cj)), 
(lT? #n $9 Cj n Cl(&\cl)) Tz. (if, Cl(&\Cj)), 
(Cj i? Pi+,, Cj n Cl(Z~+l\Cj)) 5; (lti+l, Cl(k~+l\Cj)). 
From [ 3 7, p. 3183, it follows that we have a commutative diagram 
H'(Cj n R, Ci n cl(R\Cj)) 
b/ \+I 
H'(Cj n l?“,C~ n d(~~\C~))J?..H~(C~ n R,+1.C, n Cl(ki+l\C’)) 
such that bf 1 image g; : image a; + H1(Cj n R, Cj n cl(R\C”)) is an iso- 
morphism. 
y Alexander duality [ 17, p. 2?5] (we need to use thr, “‘naturality 
properties” of TV which is definec: 9n [ 17, p. 2891 and is used in [ 17, 
proof of Corollary 13, p, 295 ] from which Alexander duality follows), 
we get a commutative diagram 
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such that bf’ I image af’: image a;’ + H2(E3\(q n cl(i’i\C,))),’ EJ\(C’ n R)) 
is an isomorphism. 
From excision, we have 
H2(E3\cl(R\Cj) E%R) 
vy _’ 
H2(E3\cl(fi\Cj), E’\Ri) ~~‘-Nz(E3\cl(~i+~\c,), E3\&+l) 
such that &“‘I image a;“: image Q;” + &(E%l(R\C’), E3\R) is an iso- 
morphism. 
If we pass to the direct I:kit by letting] + +w, we have a commuta- 
tive diagram 
H,(E+, E3\R) 
We want to show that b? J image 6 : image Qi” -+ H,(E”, I?UZ) is an iso- 
morphism; we will use the fact that direct limits preserve xact sequences. 
Let 
Ai = image a;” C. H,(E3\cl(R\C$, E3\R) 
and let A, be the direct limit of the Al’s as] + +=. A, is a subgroup of 
H2(E’, E’\K”,), bi” 1 A : A + H,(E’, E3\R) is an isomorphism and 
4 = image a; follo;by ‘:ons,idering, respectively:, the exact sequences 
0 + Aj + Hz(E’\Cl(ki\q), E’\fi), 
0 + Aj + H~(E’\c~(R\~)~ E’\R) + 0, 
H~(E’\cl(J?~+~\Ci,, E’\Zi+l) + Ai + 0,. 
The proposition .zvv follows by consid:ring the exact homolo;$y se- 
quences of the pairs (Es, “\R), (E3, E’\Ki) and ( 
is isomorphic to Z. 
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ihe exact homotopy .sequencm of t& COV&QIJ spaces p I& : & + Hi and 
PropositibrP S, {Ir,(O\M,), Si} is essentially constant and lim {nl(GV?i), Si) 
is isomorphic to a semidircct product of 2 and 2 and hence is finitely plre- 
sented. In the terminology of [ 10 , gl is stable at the end!of 0 and since 
” 0 has the homotopy type-of a l-sphere, by [ 10, Corok@ky 2.21, there 
exists a homeomorphism X :0 + 531 X E? VWe now pro&d as in [9] to 
complete the proof; we include the proof for completeness. 
If x F Sl, then ~'1 X-l ((x) X E2) is a countable collection of disjoint 
2-planes (E,) such that p 1 E, is a homeomorphi&m into and 
Cs(E,) n E, = $4 for each o. There is a homeomorphism “y.: Es + E3 such 
that r(E,,)-= E2X (0) c E2X E = E3 and +y(h(E,)) = E2X il). Define 
8 l E2 -+ E2 by v-%y(x,O) = (6(x),1). Since 0 is homeomorphic to 
SiX E2,6 is orientation-preserving a d there exists an kotopy E, of E2, 
t E [O,l], such that 6, = identity and 6, = 6. 
Define F0 : EZX [&I ] + E3 by F&, t) = (6,(x), t). Extend F0 to F, a 
homeomorphism of Es5 by F(x, r) = 7-W yF,(x, z) where r = q + z, 
z~(Q,l].Notethatifr=q+s,z~(O,l], 
= F-lF(x, z+q+ I)-+, r-i- 1). 
Theorm 13. Let G be a regular and uroperly discontinuous orientatio 
preserving 229action on E3 which is not regular at 0~. G is topolcgically 
equivalent to the standard 220action on E3 if and only if for each com- 
pact set C contained i ere exists a compact set D containing C
S that each loop i is contractible in E3\GC 
( ={g(jr>&E G a 
. 0 has two ends. 
roof. By Theorem 8 and [ 173, there exists a piecewise linear embedding 
f : S1 X S1 -+ 0 sue h that f is a homotopy equivalence. Hence A = 
~-lf(SlX Sl) is a closed invariant plane in Es; i.e., g(A) = A for all g E @. 
If, for some g e G, glA were orientation reversing, then it would follow 
that the Mobius band covers the torus, which is impossillle. Hence G 
restricted to A is orientation-preserving a d each component of E%¶ is 
invariant under G. Therefore f(Sr X Sl) separates ,9. %nce f(S! X Sl) is a 
deformation retract of 0, the closure of each camp ent of O\fTSl X Sl), 
say O1 and 02, has j(Sl X Sl) as a deformation retra 
From Theorem 7,0, and O2 have one end apiece; hence 0 has two 
ends. 
Proof of TheoEm 13. By Theorem 7, O1 = U% 1 Hi, where H’ is a compact 
oonnccted polyhedral 3-submanifold of 0, which contains f(Sl x Sr ), 
Hi C int Ifi+1 u f(S X S), Hi has two boundary components, Ki and 
fISr X S ), Cl(Or \Hi) has one end and T1 (Hi, Ki) = 1 o 
Since T~(O~, Hi) = 1, it follows that p”(Hi) sk connected and the COO- 
sure of p-l(O&~l(Hi), Ai, has a eo,r;inected boundary, p”‘(Ki). 
By taking, if necessary, a subsequence of (Hi};,, we may assume that 
each loop in Es\p- 1 (He+1) is contractible in E3\p”l (Hi), Hence {wl(Ai)) 
is essentially constant and the limit is zero. By considering thz exact ho- 
motopy sequence associated with the covering spaces PIAi:Ai -+ p(Ai) 
and using Proposi C. 5, it follows that {Tl@(Ai))} is essentially constant 
and the limit is Z c By [ lo], 0, Is homeomorphic to he interior of a 
compact 3-manifold U. Since f(Sl S Sl) is a d tion retrarst of 01, 
f(Sl X Sl) is a deformation retract of U. By [ IS homeomorphic to 
SrXSlX [O,l] and ence 0, is homeomorphic to S* X S1 X [O, 1). 
Similarly, O2 is meomorphic to S1 X Sl X [ 0,l) and hence 0 is homeo- 
morphic to S1 X S1 X E. 
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